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Abstract: Studies on the irregularities of the ionosphere during disturbed geomagnetic conditions are
fundamental to understanding the complex dynamics taking place in the upper atmosphere. In this
work, different data sources are used to study the ionosphere effects of two moderate geomagnetic
storms, 26–27 February 2014 and 17–18 September 2021, over the Iberian Peninsula. Data are
obtained from digital ionosondes in Spain, Italy and Greece; the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) derived Total Electron Content (TEC) and Rate Of TEC Index (ROTI) from several receiver
stations in Spain, Portugal and Morocco; and the UPC Quarter-of-an-hour time resolution Rapid
GIM (UQRG), vertical TEC global ionosphere maps (GIMs), produced at 15 min intervals by the
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC, Spain). This analysis showed that, during the two
moderate storms, spread-F and high values of ROTI, indicating the presence of irregularities, are
found in a very localized area (Southern Iberian Peninsula and northwest Africa) and local times
(night-time). However, no irregularities are found eastwards and northwards of the location indicated.
We propose some possible explanations for these observations for both the storms, one of them
related to the position of the Equatorial Ionosphere Anomaly (EIA) and the other one attributed to
the Perkins’ instabilities.

Keywords: ionosphere; geomagnetic storms; digital ionosonde; TEC; GIM

1. Introduction

It is well known that ionosphere F-region irregularities originate at night near the
geomagnetic equator, rise in altitude, and, following the magnetic lines of force at high alti-
tudes, reach latitudes far away from the equator. The scale size of these irregularities ranges
from centimetres to kilometres [1]. In particular, after sunset, these plasma irregularities
can be seen as spread-F in ionograms [2]. A detailed description of spread-F occurrence
and behaviour in latitude has been given recently by Lan et al. [3] (and references therein)
by using data from Chinese ionosonde stations. Alfonsi et al. [4], using data from a digital
ionosonde at low latitude in South America, discuss the role of travelling ionospheric
disturbances in the causation of irregularities, seen as spread-F. These irregularities are also
seen as plasma bubbles in radar maps [5]. Other phenomena, such as airglow [6], high
values of Total Electron Content (TEC) rate of change (ROT), and its associated scintillation
of radio wave signals (e.g., [7,8]), can also be observed. From the ROT, an index, ROTI
(TEC rate of change index), was introduced as a measure of ionosphere irregularities from
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)-derived TEC values by Pi et al. [9]. The
occurrence characteristics of high values of ROTI at low latitudes in Africa have been
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discussed by Abe et al. [10], by finding the longitudinal differences of such occurrences. On
the other hand, Thanh et al. [11] have analysed the behaviour of ROTI over low latitudes in
Southeast Asia, in order to characterize ionosphere irregularities.

Low-latitude ionosphere is characterized by the presence of the Equatorial Ionosphere
Anomaly (EIA), and ionosphere irregularities are linked to the development of the EIA.
The EIA ([12] and references therein) is formed mainly from the uplift of plasma near the
equator, by upward E×B drift, and its diffusion north and south along magnetic field
lines. This process creates an electron density minimum near the magnetic equator and
crests at ± 15◦ geomagnetic latitudes. A stronger EIA arises during geomagnetic storms
via the simultaneous impulsive action of an eastward prompt penetration electric field
and an equatorward neutral wind. Under these conditions, the electron density of the
crests increases and moves to higher latitudes (see e.g., [13–15]). Simulations performed by
Lin et al. [16] showed the poleward expansion of the EIA peaks and the ratio of the TEC
increase between storm and pre-storm conditions; this combined the Sheffield University
Plasmasphere-Ionosphere Model (SUPIM), used for electron densities, with the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Thermosphere Ionosphere General Circulation
Model (TIEGCM) when E×B drift plus equatorward winds are considered.

Cherniak and Zakharenkova [17] and Kashcheyev et al. [18], using GNSS receivers-
derived TEC, and Swarm and DMSP satellites on board measurements, found for the first
time that during the severe geomagnetic storm (as defined in terms of the Dst geomagnetic
index) of 22–23 June 2015, large irregularities were observed in Southern Europe (Spain,
Portugal, Southern France and Italy). The latter work shows that the occurrence of irreg-
ularities during that storm, observed as high values of ROTI, are located in the western
longitude of the African–European sector but not in the eastern longitude of the same sector.
The observation of such phenomena in middle geomagnetic latitudes could be related to
the poleward displacement of the EIA from lower latitudes during geomagnetic storms.
Azzouzi et al. [19] analysed the ionosphere effects of the large solar and the geomagnetic
events of October 2013 in the Europe–African sector. They did not observe evidence of the
relevant effects on Southern Europe.

The main goal of our work was to analyse the ionosphere response to two moderate
geomagnetic storms over the Iberian Peninsula, particularly in the southern sector, and
check whether the northern displacement of the EIA suggested by previous authors during
more intense geomagnetic storms is also observed in moderate ones. The two geomagnetic
storms under investigation occurred on 26–27 February 2014 and 17–18 September 2021.
They were selected because (1) both occurred at the same local time, i.e., during the night
of the European sector, (2) both were moderate and displayed a similar behaviour in the
Dst, with the minimum of the Dst being higher in the case of the 2014 storm, and (3) in a
preliminary study, both presented irregularities in the region of interest.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, different data sources are used to carry out a comprehensive study of the
selected geomagnetic storms. We analyse: (1) ionosonde observations from El Arenosillo
(Spain), Roquetes (Spain), Gibilmanna (Italy) and Athens (Greece); (2) GNSS-derived TEC
from receivers in the Iberian Peninsula and Western North Africa; and (3) the vertical TEC
global ionosphere maps (GIMs) produced at 15 min intervals by the Universitat Politecnica
de Catalunya (Spain) (UQRG, UPC Quarter-of-an-hour time resolution Rapid GIM, [20]).

2.1. Geomagnetic Storms

We study two geomagnetic storms that occurred on 26–27 February 2014 and 17–18
September 2021. Both geomagnetic storms are characterized by following a Coronal Mass
Ejection (CME) from the Sun. A general view of the Space Weather and Interplanetary
Magnetic Field (IMF) conditions, together with geomagnetic activity, given by geomagnetic
indices, can be found in Figure 1 for both geomagnetic storms.
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Figure 1. The Space Weather, Interplanetary Magnetic Field parameters and geomagnetic activity
during (left) 25 February–2 March 2014 and (right) 16–21 September 2021: (a) Interplanetary Magnetic
Field components and strength; (b) solar wind speed; (c) solar wind proton density and (d) tem-
perature; (e) Dst index. Data source: OMNIWeb Data Explorer (NASA) and World Data Center for
Geomagnetism (Kyoto).

In the first case study, the G2-class 26–27 February 2014 storm, the CME came from
a sunspot AR1967 on 26 February. On 27 February, the maximum southward component
of the IMF, at around 21 UT (12 nT, Figure 1a, left panels), and an enhancement in the
solar wind speed (483 km/s, Figure 1b, left panels) were observed. This reconnected with
Earth’s magnetic field and developed the main phase of a geomagnetic storm on the same
day. The storm continued through 28 February and quiet-time ionosphere conditions were
recovered on 1 March [21]. The minimum Dst index during this geomagnetic storm was
obtained on 28 February 2014 at 00 UT, with a value of -97 nT (Figure 1e, left panel).

The second case study, the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm, was classified as
a minor G1-class. It started as Earth passed through the wake of a CME that hit Earth’s
magnetic field on 17 September at ~02 UT. The impact was very weak (Figure 1, right pan-
els), with a detected increase of 40 km/s in the solar wind speed. The geomagnetic activity
increased hours later when Earth encountered magnetic fields in the CME’s wake [22]. The
minimum value of the Dst index registered during this geomagnetic storm was -64 nT at
22 UT on 17 September 2021 (Figure 1e, right panel).

2.2. Ionosonde Data

From digital ionosondes, we analysed the presence of spread-F conditions, detected
directly from the ionograms by visual inspection. Ionograms are studied every hour
during the main phase of the storm. The Digital Ionogram DataBase (DIDbase) web portal
from Global Ionospheric Radio Observatory (GIRO) and electronic Space Weather upper
atmosphere (eSWua) web portal from Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV)
were used to download the ionograms to detect the spread-F.

In order to reach a complete view of the ionosphere effects over the Iberian Peninsula,
with special attention paid to its southern sector, we extended this analysis of the digisonde
data from south to north and from west to east of the European sector, focusing especially
on the Iberian Peninsula and western Africa. To do this we used data coming from El
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Arenosillo (37.1 N, 6.7 W), Roquetes (40.8 N, 0.5 E), Gibilmanna (37.9 N, 14.0 E) and Athens
(38.0 N, 23.5 E), as previously mentioned. The distribution of these ionosondes can be
found in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Map with the distribution of digital ionosondes used in this work: El Arenosillo (37.1 N,
6.7 W), Roquetes (40.8 N, 0.5 E), Gibilmanna (37.9 N, 14.0 E) and Athens (38.0 N, 23.5 E).

2.3. TEC Data

Total Electron Content (TEC) can be defined as the integral of the electron density
along a path between two points, usually a GNSS receiver on the Earth’s surface and a
satellite. The TEC was obtained from the RINEX (Receiver Independent Exchange format)
files given by the GNSS stations located in the Iberian Peninsula and in Western North
Africa, coming from International GPS System (IGS), EUREF Permanent GNSS Network
(EUREF), Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN) and other regional networks. The data
were obtained every 30 s. The RINEX files were processed using a methodology given by
Ciraolo et al. [23] to obtain the sTEC (slant TEC) values, with an elevation mask of 30◦.
Then, the ROT (Rate Of change of TEC) was calculated every 30 s, as follows:

ROTi =
sTECi+1 − sTECi

ti+1 − ti
(1)

The ROTI was calculated every 5 min as the standard deviation of the ROT. Next,
an hourly average of ROTI was determined, considering all the satellites used to obtain
the sTEC in order to avoid spurious effects due to the geometry or the elevation of the
satellite considered.

2.4. GIMs

Global Ionosphere Maps (GIMs) of the vertical TEC are maps produced with the
TEC values derived from dual frequency measurements in grids with a spacing of 5◦

(longitude) × 2.5◦ (latitude) every 2 h [24]. In this study, we used UQRG GIMs, a rapid
product provided by Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) at a higher resolution
(15 min) [20]. The UQRG maps can be downloaded from https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/
gnss/products/ionex (accessed on 23 November 2022).

3. Results
3.1. Ionosonde Results

Figures 3 and 4 show, respectively, for each storm, the ionograms every 1 h during the
main phase of the storms for El Arenosillo, Roquetes, Athens and Gibilmanna.

https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/gnss/products/ionex
https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/gnss/products/ionex
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Figure 3. Ionograms (height in km vs. frequency in MHz) every 1 hr from different ionosondes: El 
Arenosillo (first column), Roquetes (second column), Athens (third column) and Gibilmanna (fourth 
column), during the main phase of the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm. Legends on the left 
side indicate the automatically scaled parameters of the ionograms. In El Arenosillo, Roquetes and 
Athens ionograms, information about MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) for oblique propagation 
to a corresponding range is provided in the bottom part. Colours indicate directions of the 
ionospheric returns and Doppler shift of overhead ordinary and extraordinary ionospheric returns. 
In the top part, information about the ionosonde and the date and time of the ionogram can be found 
in the four columns for each ionogram. Although in this work the scaled parameters of the 
ionograms are not analysed, we have preferred to maintain this information because ionograms are 
directly provided by the DIDbase web portal from GIRO and the eSWua web portal from INGV. 

 

Figure 3. Ionograms (height in km vs. frequency in MHz) every 1 h from different ionosondes: El
Arenosillo (first column), Roquetes (second column), Athens (third column) and Gibilmanna (fourth
column), during the main phase of the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm. Legends on the left
side indicate the automatically scaled parameters of the ionograms. In El Arenosillo, Roquetes and
Athens ionograms, information about MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) for oblique propagation to
a corresponding range is provided in the bottom part. Colours indicate directions of the ionospheric
returns and Doppler shift of overhead ordinary and extraordinary ionospheric returns. In the top
part, information about the ionosonde and the date and time of the ionogram can be found in the four
columns for each ionogram. Although in this work the scaled parameters of the ionograms are not
analysed, we have preferred to maintain this information because ionograms are directly provided
by the DIDbase web portal from GIRO and the eSWua web portal from INGV.
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and Athens ionograms, information about MUF for oblique propagation to a corresponding range 
is provided in the bottom part. Colours indicate directions of the ionospheric returns and Doppler 
shift of overhead ordinary and extraordinary ionospheric returns. In the top part, information about 
the ionosonde and the date and time of the ionogram can be found in the four columns for each 
ionogram. Although in this work the scaled parameters of the ionograms are not analysed, we have 
preferred to maintain this information because ionograms are directly provided by the DIDbase 
web portal from GIRO and the eSWua web portal from INGV. 

By analysing the ionograms in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure we observed the 
signature of irregularities that occurred at night in the European sector local time as the 
spread-F in Southern Spain (El Arenosillo). Such a phenomenon was not observed at 
higher latitudes (Roquetes) and at eastern longitudes (Gibilmanna and Athens). 

For the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm (Figure 3), El Arenosillo ionograms 
show spread-F from 20 UT of February 27 to 00 UT of February 28, which is particularly 
strong between 21 and 23 UT. Ionograms from Roquetes, Gibilmanna and Athens show 
no evidence of spread-F. This indicates that the presence of this phenomenon appears to 
be localized in the southern area of the Iberian Peninsula and at a well-defined UT. 

For the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm (Figure 4), spread-F is observed in 
El Arenosillo ionograms from 21 UT of September 17 to 05 UT of September 18. Even 
though the spread-F is not particularly strong in this case, it is observed that this 
phenomenon takes place in El Arenosillo but not in Roquetes, Gibilmanna and Athens, 
and it lasts longer. 

Figure 4. Ionograms (height in km vs. frequency in MHz) every 1 h from different ionosondes: El
Arenosillo (first column), Roquetes (second column), Athens (third column) and Gibilmanna (fourth
column), during the main phase of the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm. Legends on the
left side indicate the automatically scaled parameters of the ionograms. In El Arenosillo, Roquetes
and Athens ionograms, information about MUF for oblique propagation to a corresponding range
is provided in the bottom part. Colours indicate directions of the ionospheric returns and Doppler
shift of overhead ordinary and extraordinary ionospheric returns. In the top part, information about
the ionosonde and the date and time of the ionogram can be found in the four columns for each
ionogram. Although in this work the scaled parameters of the ionograms are not analysed, we have
preferred to maintain this information because ionograms are directly provided by the DIDbase web
portal from GIRO and the eSWua web portal from INGV.

By analysing the ionograms in Figures 3 and 4, we observed the signature of irregular-
ities that occurred at night in the European sector local time as the spread-F in Southern
Spain (El Arenosillo). Such a phenomenon was not observed at higher latitudes (Roquetes)
and at eastern longitudes (Gibilmanna and Athens).
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For the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm (Figure 3), El Arenosillo ionograms
show spread-F from 20 UT of February 27 to 00 UT of February 28, which is particularly
strong between 21 and 23 UT. Ionograms from Roquetes, Gibilmanna and Athens show no
evidence of spread-F. This indicates that the presence of this phenomenon appears to be
localized in the southern area of the Iberian Peninsula and at a well-defined UT.

For the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm (Figure 4), spread-F is observed in El
Arenosillo ionograms from 21 UT of September 17 to 05 UT of September 18. Even though
the spread-F is not particularly strong in this case, it is observed that this phenomenon
takes place in El Arenosillo but not in Roquetes, Gibilmanna and Athens, and it lasts longer.

To sum up, during these two moderate storms, spread-F was observed only over the
most southwestern station, located at El Arenosillo.

3.2. TEC Results and ROTI

ROTI values are calculated from the TEC measurements from north to south and from
west to east in the Iberian Peninsula and in Western North Africa, and then an hourly
average of ROTI is estimated.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the hourly averaged ROTI is larger in the southern region
of the Peninsula and minimal in the northern region in both geomagnetic storms during
the main phase, being more evident in the 2014 storm. In Figure 5, larger values of hourly
averaged ROTI are also found in the west region, in comparison to eastern locations. This
is not so well observed in Figure 6 for the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm, where
some problems are also detected in the CASC receiver station, with no data from 08 UT.

As we mentioned before, Figures 5 and 6 show that the hourly averaged ROTI is larger
in the western part of the Iberian Peninsula. This is most notable in Figure 5. In Figure 6,
the hourly averaged ROTI is larger in the west than the east in north latitudes, but in the
south of the Iberian Peninsula, this difference is not so evident, being equally large in all
the stations. Minimal values are detected in the northeast region of the Peninsula during
the main phase of both geomagnetic storms.

The location of El Arenosillo and the times of spread-F (Figures 3 and 4) correspond
roughly to the times and geographical region of the occurrence of larger values of hourly
averaged ROTI, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Neither the hourly averaged ROTI of the
Roquetes collocated station (EBRE), nor the receiver station near to Athens (DYNG) (see
Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material), show evidence of the presence of the relevant
ionosphere irregularities. This indicates that the irregularities revealed in the south and
western region of the Iberian Peninsula by spread-F, and the high values of hourly averaged
ROTI, appear to be a localized phenomenon in a geographical area over Europe and at a
well-defined UT, because both geomagnetic storms occur in the night-time.

3.3. GIMs

Results from GIMs provide clear differences between the ionosphere behaviour before
and during both geomagnetic storms (Figures 7 and 8).

Before the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm (Figure 7a,b), i.e., during quiet
geomagnetic conditions, GIMs show a northern crest of the Equatorial Ionosphere Anomaly
(EIA) located in Western North Africa, with low gradients and values of TEC. During the
main period of the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm (Figure 7c,d), this northern
crest of the EIA is located in Western North Africa and its gradients affect the southern
part of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 7c,d). Strong horizontal gradients are present both in
latitude and longitude. We observe these steep gradients exclusively over this region with
regard to Europe. Malki et al. [25] found the presence of a large Equatorial Plasma Bubble
that, at 21 UT on 27 February 2014, covered part of Western North Africa and reached
Southern Spain.

However, during 17 September 2021 (Figure 8), including the geomagnetic storm main
phase (Figure 8c,d), no evidence of the presence of the equatorial anomaly is seen by the
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GIMs, and gradients in the TEC are generally lacking. Notice that this last storm occurred
during a period of low solar activity and it was less intense than the former.

Figure 5. Map of GNSS receiver stations and hourly averaged ROTI plots during the day of the main
phase of the 26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm (24 h on 27 February 2014): GAIA (41.1 N,
8.6 W), SALA (41.0 N, 5.7 W), SGVA (40.9 N, 4.1 W), EBRE (40.8 N, 0.5 E), VALC (39.4 N, 7.2 W),
TRUJ (39.5 N, 5.9 W), SONS (39.7 N, 4.0 W), MOTA (39.5 N, 2.9 W), CASC (38.7 N, 9.4 W), LAGO
(37.1 N, 8.7 W), HULV (37.3 N, 6.9 W), SEV1 (37.4 N, 6.0 W), CRDB (37.9 N, 4.8 W), VIAR (38.2 N,
3.0 W), SFER (36.5 N, 6.2 W), GRA1 (37.2 N, 3.6 W), CAAL (37.2 N, 2.5 W), RABT (34.0 N, 6.9 W),
MELI (35.3 N, 2.9 W).
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Figure 6. Map of receiver stations and hourly averaged ROTI plots during the day of the main phase
of the 17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm (24 h on 17 September 2021): GAIA (41.1 N, 8.6 W),
SALA (41.0 N, 5.7 W), SGVA (40.9 N, 4.1 W), EBRE (40.8 N, 0.5 E), VALC (39.4 N, 7.2 W), TRUJ (39.5 N,
5.9 W), SONS (39.7 N, 4.0 W), MOTA (39.5 N, 2.9 W), CASC (38.7 N, 9.4 W), LAGO (37.1 N, 8.7 W),
HULV (37.3 N, 6.9 W), SEV1 (37.4 N, 6.0 W), CRDB (37.9 N, 4.8 W), VIAR (38.2 N, 3.0 W), SFER
(36.5 N, 6.2 W), GRA1 (37.2 N, 3.6 W), CAAL (37.2 N, 2.5 W), RABT (34.0 N, 6.9 W), MELI (35.3 N,
2.9 W).
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Figure 7. GIMs obtained in (a,b) quiet conditions previous to the geomagnetic storm and (c,d) in
the hours of most disturbed geomagnetic conditions during the main phase (21–00 UT) of the
26–27 February 2014 geomagnetic storm. Colours indicate the values of vTEC in TECU. On the right
panels, a zoom of the region of interest (Iberian Peninsula and Western North Africa) is shown.
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Figure 8. GIMs obtained in (a,b) quiet conditions previous to the geomagnetic storm and (c,d) in
the hours of most disturbed geomagnetic conditions during the main phase (21–00 UT) of the
17–18 September 2021 geomagnetic storm. Colours indicate the values of vTEC in TECU. On the
right panels, a zoom of the region of interest (Iberian Peninsula and Western North Africa) is shown.
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4. Discussion

The results obtained are in agreement with the observations of Cherniak and Za-
kharenkova [17], and also with those of Abe et al. [10]. These authors indicated the
presence of irregularities during the night-time geomagnetic storms using the ROTI data
from the GNSS receiver stations, located at low geomagnetic latitudes in western Africa,
and the absence of such phenomena in east African stations. It is well known that the
presence of irregularities appears to be more relevant at low geomagnetic latitudes during
geomagnetic storms occurring at local time night [26–28]. However, the observation of
the European middle latitudes spread-F signature irregularities, localized in longitude, as
seen in the present work, is worthy to be studied in depth. Although spread-F is due to
small-scale irregularities (tens of meters) and ROTI is a sensing structure used on scales
of a kilometre and greater, and it is not certain that the two will always occur together, as
found by Sripathi et al. [29], they are both markers of instability in the ionosphere plasma.

The analysis of the ionograms and GIMs provides information about the origin of
the physical phenomenon observed. The ionograms of El Arenosillo (Figures 3 and 4), a
station located at both geographic and geomagnetic middle latitudes, show strong-range
spread-F during the main phase of the geomagnetic storms. In the case of the 2014 storm,
spread-F characteristics are similar to those commonly associated with a low latitude range
spread-F, particularly in association with scintillations (see [30]). It is worth noting that
scintillations are associated with an increase in the ROTI, as found in the present research
(Figures 5 and 6). The ionograms that correspond to the storm of 2021 show a typical
middle latitude frequency or a mixed range-frequency spread-F [3,31] of longer duration
than during the 2014 storm.

At equatorial latitudes, the irregularities that give rise to strong-range spread-F, and
often to scintillations of satellite signals or an increase in ROTI up to low latitudes, originate
in the bottom side F layer; this is mainly through the Rayleigh–Taylor instability mechanism,
as suggested originally by Dungey [32]. The occurrence of strong-range spread-F with the
presence of an important increase in ROTI at a middle latitude during the 2014 storm, as
shown in El Arenosillo, suggests that it should be related to a northern extension of the EIA
during the main phase of the storm. Such an extension with large latitudinal gradients of
the TEC in Western North Africa, including Southern Spain, appears evident in the GIMs,
as shown in Figure 7. This result shows the importance of El Arenosillo digisonde for the
study of this particular effect coming from low latitudes.

The occurrence of a night-time middle latitude spread-F, like those observed during
the storm of 2021, can be attributed to the Perkins instabilities [33]. The presence of middle
latitude frequency and mixed range-frequency spread-F during the moderate storm of
August 2018 was analysed by Cherniak and Zakharenkova [34]. They found an atypical
frequency and mixed frequency range spread-F condition at a middle latitude in the
American coast, similar to the one reported in this paper at the time of the main phase of
the 2021 storm, but with a shorter duration. These authors used other types of observations
and inferred that the origin of a spread-F signature such as this could be attributed to
the streamed-plasma density irregularities, observed from low latitudes toward middle
latitudes. A similar process could be the cause of the spread-F signature observed in the
ionograms of El Arenosillo during the 2021 storm, which were accompanied by the presence
of a barely pronounced increase in the ROTI in the region. However, our knowledge of the
instability mechanisms that generate these irregularities is limited, and our suggestion is
only an attempt to explain it in the case of the 2021 storm, based on previous studies [34]
that have observed some similar features.

5. Conclusions

To our best knowledge, this work presents the first simultaneous use of spread-F,
ROTI and GIMs to analyse the presence of ionosphere irregularities during moderate
geomagnetic storms over Southern Europe.
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Ionosphere irregularities are present only over the southern part of the Iberian Penin-
sula and Western North Africa. No irregularities, as revealed by spread-F occurrence,
appear eastwards of the Iberian Peninsula in Southern Europe. The results reported here
are in line with the longitudinal differences in ionosphere irregularities over Africa, as
reported by Azzouzi et al. [19] and Abe et al. [10], among others.

Irregularities observed during the storm of 2014, a year of high solar activity, appear
to be linked to the apparent limited longitude northward extension of the EIA during the
main phase of the storm, as shown by the GIMs. The observation of the EIA expansion
is important because it is very localized in longitude and its effects were very localized
to a region. This could be relevant to putting effort into monitoring this area during
storm phenomena, in order to better understand the particular effects that seem to more
extensively impact the area where we observed irregularities.

Irregularities seen during the storm of 2021, a year of low solar activity, could be
linked to irregularities flowing from low to middle latitudes in a discrete longitude sector,
as shown by Cherniak and Zakharenkova [34] for the North American sector.

Middle latitude irregularities during the two moderate geomagnetic storms analysed
here seem to have different origin. However, an extension of the study of the occurrence of
ionosphere spread-F signature irregularities at middle latitudes, during geomagnetic storms
of different intensities and local times in the ionosphere monitoring location, is needed.
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